
zhù            

住            
to live; to dwell; to stay; to reside; to stop; (suffix indicating firmness, steadiness, or coming to a halt)

lóu            

楼            
surname Lou; house with more than 1 story; storied building; floor; Classifiers: 层

jiē            

接            
to receive; to answer (the phone); to meet or welcome sb; to connect; to catch; to join; to extend; to take one&apo...

sǐ            

死            
to die; impassable; uncrossable; inflexible; rigid; extremely; damned

wǔ huì           

舞会           

dance; ball; party; Classifiers: 场

wáng            

王            
surname Wang; king or monarch; best or strongest of its type; grand; great



hóng            

红            
surname Hong; red; popular; revolutionary; bonus

biǎo jiě           

表姐           

older female cousin via female line

hǎi lún           

海伦           

Hailun county level city in Suihua 绥化 , Heilongjiang; Helen or Hélène (name)

shā            

杀            
to kill; to murder; to attack; to weaken or reduce; to smart (dialect); (used after a verb) extremely

tāng mǔ           

汤姆           

Tom (name)



zhōng xué           

中学           

middle school; Classifiers: 个

shǔ qī           

暑期           

summer vacation time

bān            

班            
surname Ban; team; class; squad; work shift; ranking; Classifiers: 个 ; classifier for groups

ài            

爱            
to love; to be fond of; to like; affection; to be inclined (to do sth); to tend to (happen)

sòng            

送            
to deliver; to carry; to give (as a present); to present (with); to see off; to send



lǐ wù           

礼物           

gift; present; Classifiers: 件

běn            

本            
root; stem; origin; source; this; the current; original; inherent; originally; classifier for books, periodicals, f...

dàn gāo           

蛋糕           

cake; Classifiers: 块

yǐn liào           

饮料           

drink; beverage

bǎ            

把            
to hold; to contain; to grasp; to take hold of; handle; particle marking the following noun as a direct object; cla...



shuǐ guǒ           

水果           

fruit; Classifiers: 个

huā            

花            
surname Hua; flower; blossom; Classifiers: 朵 ; fancy pattern; florid; to spend (money, time)

píng guǒ           

苹果           

apple; Classifiers: 个

lí            

梨            
pear; Classifiers: 个

xī guā           

西瓜           

watermelon; Classifiers: 颗



zhòng            

重            
heavy; serious; to attach importance to

cōng ming           

聪明           

intelligent; clever; bright; smart; acute (of sight and hearing)

yòng gōng           

用功           

diligent; industrious (in one's studies); to study hard; to make great effort

yòu            

又            
(once) again; also; both... and...; and yet; (used for emphasis) anyway

duō cháng shí jiān         

多长时间         

how long? [a duration of time]



zhōng tóu           

钟头           

hour; Classifiers: 个

hái            

还            
still; still in progress; still more; yet; even more; in addition; fairly; passably (good); as early as; even; also...

yǐ wéi           

以为           

to think (i.e. to take it to be true that ...) (Usually there is an implication that the notion is mistaken – excep...

yí dìng           

一定           

surely; certainly; necessarily; fixed; a certain (extent etc); given; particular; must

qù nián           

去年           

last year



shǔ            

属            
category; genus (taxonomy); family members; dependents; to belong to; subordinate to; affiliated with; be born in t...

gǒu            

狗            
dog; Classifiers: 只

liǎn            

脸            
face; Classifiers: 张

yǎn jing           

眼睛           

eye; Classifiers: 只

bí zi           

鼻子           

nose; Classifiers: 个



zuǐ            

嘴            
mouth; beak; nozzle; spout (of teapot etc); Classifiers: 张

tóu fa           

头发           

hair (on the head)

ěr duo           

耳朵           

ear; Classifiers: 只 ; handle (on a cup)

méi mao           

眉毛           

eyebrow; Classifiers: 根

yá chǐ           

牙齿           

tooth; dental; Classifiers: 颗



pí fū           

皮肤           

skin; Classifiers: 层

xiàng            

像            
to resemble; to be like; to look as if; such as; appearance; image; portrait; image under a mapping (math.)

yuán            

圆            
circle; round; circular; spherical; (of the moon) full; unit of Chinese currency (Yuan); tactful; to justify

zhǎng de           

长得           

to look (pretty, the same etc)

zhǎng dà           

长大           

to grow up



kě ài           

可爱           

adorable; cute; lovely

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 


